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Slime Recipes Path
Just A Girl Who Loves Softball & Slime: Fun Play Journal For Boys & Girls A
simple, quality ruled 110 page notebook for kids with imagination who love slime,
softball, team sports play and creative DIY. Present them with their very own
unique themed notebook and slime recipe journal. The perfect accessory for
writing down slime recipes, ingredients and techniques. A fun gift for slime
birthdays Christmas and all occasions! Encourage your kids to write! Journals
and notebooks are a great way to encourage young children to develop the habit
of writing and explore their creative side with good old pen, pencil and paper.
Many young children are failing to develop the required muscular dexterity and
control for effective writing due to too much screen-time on responsive devices
and tablets. Themed notebooks that inspire their passions and interests are a
wonderful way to encourage them to start writing, journalling, doodling, drawing.
Help them have some quiet creative time, be more focused, less distracted and
take a break from apps, games and tech devices fighting for their attention. Use
this notebook for fun games, at birthday parties, halloween, school dress-up
events and throughout the year. Adults can of course buy these too as an
accessory for any slime-making occasion, as a fun gag at the office, for work or
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play. The perfect little gift or stocking-filler idea for Christmas! Features: Themed
title page with space for the owner to write their name 110 page lined Notebook
Beautifully Printed Gloss Cover Please see our other Journals and Notebooks for
more fun themes and variations, for kids and adults too!
Here's what you, the fans, have demanded for decades! An anthology featuring
original Star Trek, Star Trek: The Next Generation®, Star Trek: Deep Space
Nine®, and Star Trek®: Voyager™ stories written by Star Trek fans, for Star Trek
fans! After a lengthy competition that drew thousands of submissions; these
astounding stories, written exclusively by brand-new authors, were selected for
their originality and style. These eighteen fantastic tales rocket across the length
and breadth of Federation time and space, from when Captain Kirk explored the
galaxy on the first Starship Enterprise™, through Captain Picard's U.S.S.
Enterprise 1701-D and Captain Sisko's Deep Space Nine to Captain Janeway's
Voyager, with many fascinating stops along the way. This all-new volume
contains stories by: Landon Cary Dalton, Phaedra M. Weldon, Keith L. Davis,
Dayton Ward, Dylan Otto Krider, Jerry M. Wolfe, Peg Robinson, Kathy Oltion,
Bobbie Benton Hull, Alara Rogers, Franklin Thatcher, Christina F. York, Vince
Bonasso, Patrick Cumby, J.A. Rosales, jaQ Andrews, Jackee C., and Craig D.B.
Patton. Find out what happens in the Star Trek universe when fans -- like you -Page 2/20
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take the helm!
This is a standalone, but the recipes are correlated with topics found in standard
texts, and make use of MAPLE (Release 7). As a reference text, or self-study
guide this book is useful for science professionals and engineers.; Good for the
classroom correlates with topics found in standard classical mechanics texts.;
This book makes use of the powerful computer algebra system MAPLE (Release
7) but no prior knowledge of MAPLE is presumed.; The relevant command
structures are explained on a need-to-know basis as the recipes are developed,
thus making this a standalone text.
Getting Your FREE Bonus Download this book, read it to the end and see
"BONUS: Your FREE Gift" chapter after the conclusion. Slime Making 25 Slime
Recipes And Troubleshooting Tips Trends and crazes come and go, though
every time one descends upon society, it seems that it is never going to end.
There are those trends that were popular before and are making a comeback,
then there are those trends that seem to just come out of nowhere and everyone
gets on board with them. Either way, a trend is a trend, and you have to do what
you can to keep up with it. Some trends are easy, fun, and great to be part of,
and you want to encourage your kids to do it. Those things kids do that promote
creativity and having fun without the aid of electronics is more than you can ask
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for - and you leap at the chance to do it. One such trend is the slime trend. The
trend created with simple ingredients yet provides your children with hours of
playtime and fun. It seems there the solution is more simple than anything you
could ever ask for, and this craft is the answer you have been looking for. And
that's where this book comes in. In it, you are going to discover a variety of slime
recipes that you can make with your kids. They are fast, easy, and safe for
children of all ages, making it possible for you and your children to enjoy this
hobby together, giving you the results you want, and unplugging your family from
the electronics you want to get them away from. It's a win all around, and you're
going to get everything you've been looking for with these crafts. Get ready to
change the way your children spend their afternoon, and unlock creativity for
them all over again. In this book you will: Learn how to make a variety of slime
recipes Create slime with your kids, or allow them to take charge and make their
own Have fun and create a variety of slimes that you can enjoy And much, much
more! Download your E book "Slime Making: 25 Slime Recipes And
Troubleshooting Tips" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now with 1-Click" button!
Become a slime-making pro! Like cooking, but way more fun! Try these recipes
with your friends or in your own kitchen lab. Stretch, twist, and squish all kinds of
crazy ingredients together and watch them transform into your favorite fidget toy¿
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slime!
How To Make Slime The Fun Way!Book For Kids:25 DIY Slime Recipes With
Pictures
Slime Queen, Fun Play Journal For Boys & Girl (Purple Cover): A quality ruled
110 page notebook for kids who love playing with slime. Use it to record favorite
slime recipes, track ingredients, materials and note down ideas. Perfect for kids
with imagination who love creating and experimenting with all kinds of slime,
mess and goo. Glitter slime, fluffy slime, unicorn, whatever it is use this book to
keep track of all your creations.. A great gift to encourage children's play and
creative DIY. Present them with their very own unique themed notebook. A fun
gift for slime birthdays Christmas and all occasions! Encourage your kids to write!
Journals and notebooks are a great way to encourage young children to develop
the habit of writing and explore their creative side with good old pen, pencil and
paper. Many young children are failing to develop the required muscular dexterity
and control for effective writing due to too much screen-time on responsive
devices and tablets. Themed notebooks that inspire their passions and interests
are a wonderful way to encourage them to start writing, journalling, doodling,
drawing. Help them have some quiet creative time, be more focused, less
distracted and take a break from apps, games and tech devices fighting for their
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attention.Use this notebook for fun games, at birthday parties, halloween, school
dress-up events and throughout the year. Adults can of course buy these too as
an accessory for any slime-making occasion, as a fun gag at the office, for work
or play.The perfect little gift or stocking-filler idea for Christmas! Features:
Themed title page with space for the owner to write their name 110 page lined
Notebook Beautifully Printed Gloss Cover Please see our other Journals and
Notebooks for more fun themes and color variations for kids and adults too!
Just A Girl Who Loves Unicorns & Slime: Fun Play Journal For Boys & Girls A simple, quality
ruled 110 page notebook for kids with imagination who love slime, unicorns, play and creative
DIY. Present them with their very own unique themed notebook and slime recipe journal. The
perfect accessory for writing down slime recipes, ingredients and techniques. A fun gift for
slime birthdays Christmas and all occasions! Encourage your kids to write! Journals and
notebooks are a great way to encourage young children to develop the habit of writing and
explore their creative side with good old pen, pencil and paper. Many young children are failing
to develop the required muscular dexterity and control for effective writing due to too much
screen-time on responsive devices and tablets. Themed notebooks that inspire their passions
and interests are a wonderful way to encourage them to start writing, journalling, doodling,
drawing. Help them have some quiet creative time, be more focused, less distracted and take
a break from apps, games and tech devices fighting for their attention. Use this notebook for
fun games, at birthday parties, halloween, school dress-up events and throughout the year.
Adults can of course buy these too as an accessory for any slime-making occasion, as a fun
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gag at the office, for work or play. The perfect little gift or stocking-filler idea for Christmas!
Features: Themed title page with space for the owner to write their name 110 page lined
Notebook Beautifully Printed Gloss Cover Please see our other Journals and Notebooks for
more fun themes and variations, for kids and adults too!
Play, poke, push, pull, and pop over 30 slime recipes, all of which use inexpensive, accessible,
and safe everyday products.
Many people spend considerable time seeking a sense of purpose in life and, concomitant with
that, a sense of personal identity. This book demystifies this search, revealing why this search
is a fallacy. The purpose is to inform readers about results in neuroscience and biophysics that
may guide us to some liberation needed in the current age of great complexity in life with a
diverse burden of chores; a deliverance from some afflictions that prevent individuals from
achieving the true purpose of our lives. Among these afflictions we find two primordial
concerns: the belief and subsequent attachment to a self, and the conviction that life must
have a deep purpose in which we are major players. While this is a scientific text, it can easily
be read by a lay audience, written with minimal technical jargon and with references to
scientific papers enough to satisfy the curious. We have tried to extract the essence of
scientific observations such that we can glimpse at those aforementioned concerns about the
self and life, observations which help us comprehend what we are and what we become, the
being and becoming of our own selves and natural phenomena around us. Jose Luis Perez
Velazquez received a PhD in Molecular Physiology & Biophysics. His research seeks
principles of biological organisation. He worked at the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto and
was Professor at the University of Toronto. Currently he is a Research Scholar at the Ronin
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Institute and lives in the natural paradise of Asturias, in Northern Spain. Vera Nenadovic is a
nurse practitioner, neuroscientist and entrepreneur. She has 30 years of experience in
healthcare from First Nations communities to intensive care units. Her research focuses on
predicting brain injury outcomes. She is a clinician and researcher at Holland Bloorview Kids
Rehab Hospital. Her startup company BrainsView is commercializing software that analyzes
brainwaves to monitor brain function and recovery after head injury. She is married and lives in
Toronto, with her husband and Rottweiler.
Just A Girl Who Loves Slime (Purple Cover): A quality ruled 110 page notebook for kids who
love playing with slime. Use it to record favorite slime recipes, track ingredients, materials and
note down ideas. Perfect for kids with imagination who love creating and experimenting with all
kinds of slime, mess and goo. Glitter slime, fluffy slime, unicorn, whatever it is use this book to
keep track of all your creations.. A great gift to encourage children's play and creative DIY.
Present them with their very own unique themed notebook. A fun gift for slime birthdays
Christmas and all occasions! Encourage your kids to write! Journals and notebooks are a great
way to encourage young children to develop the habit of writing and explore their creative side
with good old pen, pencil and paper. Many young children are failing to develop the required
muscular dexterity and control for effective writing due to too much screen-time on responsive
devices and tablets. Themed notebooks that inspire their passions and interests are a
wonderful way to encourage them to start writing, journalling, doodling, drawing. Help them
have some quiet creative time, be more focused, less distracted and take a break from apps,
games and tech devices fighting for their attention. Use this notebook for fun games, at
birthday parties, halloween, school dress-up events and throughout the year. Adults can of
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course buy these too as an accessory for any slime-making occasion, as a fun gag at the
office, for work or play. The perfect little gift or stocking-filler idea for Christmas! Features:
Themed title page with space for the owner to write their name 110 page lined Notebook
Beautifully Printed Gloss Cover Please see our other Journals and Notebooks for more fun
themes and color variations for kids and adults too!
Given its vast literature and its practice of teaching what is appropriate for a particular disciple,
the Buddhist tradition has long had to wrestle with the question of which of his many scriptures
represented the Buddha`s highest view. In response to that problem, Buddhist commentators
developed sophisticated systems of interpretation, Buddhist hermeneutics. The present volume
of essays by leading Western Buddhologists surveys the rich variety of strategies employed by
Buddhist thinkers of India, Tibet, China, and Japan to interpret their sacred texts.
Slime Queen, Fun Play Journal For Boys & Girl (Pink Cover): A quality ruled 110 page
notebook for kids who love playing with slime. Use it to record favorite slime recipes, track
ingredients, materials and note down ideas. Perfect for kids with imagination who love creating
and experimenting with all kinds of slime, mess and goo. Glitter slime, fluffy slime, unicorn,
whatever it is use this book to track of all your creations. A great gift to encourage children's
play and creative DIY. Present them with their very own unique themed notebook. A fun gift for
slime birthdays Christmas and all occasions! Encourage your kids to write! Journals and
notebooks are a great way to encourage young children to develop the habit of writing and
explore their creative side with good old pen, pencil and paper. Many young children are failing
to develop the required muscular dexterity and control for effective writing due to too much
screen-time on responsive devices and tablets. Themed notebooks that inspire their passions
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and interests are a wonderful way to encourage them to start writing, journalling, doodling,
drawing. Help them have some quiet creative time, be more focused, less distracted and take
a break from apps, games and tech devices fighting for their attention.Use this notebook for
fun games, at birthday parties, halloween, school dress-up events and throughout the year.
Adults can of course buy these too as an accessory for any slime-making occasion, as a fun
gag at the office, for work or play.The perfect little gift or stocking-filler idea for Christmas!
Features: Themed title page with space for the owner to write their name 110 page lined
Notebook Beautifully Printed Gloss Cover Please see our other Journals and Notebooks for
more fun themes and color variations for kids and adults too!
Madison & Adams Press presents the Civil War Memories Series. This meticulous selection of
the firsthand accounts, memoirs and diaries is specially comprised for Civil War enthusiasts
and all people curious about the personal accounts and true life stories of the unknown
soldiers, the well known commanders, politicians, nurses and civilians amidst the war. "Of all
the peoples known in history, the American people most readily forget yesterday; I publish this
Diary in order to recall yesterday to the memory of my countrymen. In this Diary I recorded
what I heard and saw myself, and what I heard from others, on whose veracity I can implicitly
rely. I recorded impressions as immediately as I felt them. A life almost wholly spent in the
tempests and among the breakers of our times has taught me that the first impressions are the
purest and the best."
Slime Girl, book 1 of The Slime Girl Adventures Jessie loves slime! Trying out new recipes and
slime experiments is her favorite pastime. When fate causes a military experiment to mix with
Jessie's slime experiments, something truly magical happens. Jessie finds her six slimes have
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come to life. One for each color of the rainbow, and each with its own unique ability. Come
along, as Jessie discovers all the possibilities of her miraculous slimes. Being a 5th grader
gives Jessie a lot of opportunities to try out her new slime powers on her classmates in a
positive way. Jessie will be forced to learn her powers quickly, as putting a stop to bullying
becomes the least of her worries. For there was a seventh slime that came to life that day.
Unlike Jessie's slimes, this one has sinister motives, and Jessie is the only one who can stop
it.
SLIME ADDICT Are you stressed/bored, then try this simple way to make SLIME and play with
it. SLIME is one of the best stress buster right now. Why don't you try to make it yourself and
bust your stress? SLIME ADDICT is the step by step guide to making your own SLIME at
home. There are many kinds of slime recipes are available like Glitter Slime, Shiny Slime,
Magnetic Slime, Clear Slime, Jelly Slime. etc.. So, SLIME ADDICT will help you to make slime
with very easy and simple steps. So, get your hands on SLIME and have some real fun with it.
Enter the edgy, gritty and distorted world of KELLY at your own risk; this tale takes NO
prisoners. A slant on reality, headlines, gossip and hearsay merge the genres and crossexamines what is socially acceptable. KELLY caricatures the depravities of modern living and
finds, with science, a possible way out. With the darkness of ""Blade Runner,"" and the
ugliness of ""A Clockwork Orange,"" KELLY will shake your consciousness to its core.
Contains adult material of a violent and sexual nature. I bet you wish you could handle this
book? Be careful what you wish for......
"Do you want to spend fun time with your kid full of creativity and imagination?" You are in the
right place then! I am also a mother and realized that if the activity is combined with colourful
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characters and storytelling, then the time flies with the kid. Slime making is the hot activity right
now, but more importantly, different types of slimes expose your child with the colour
combination, creativity, freedom of selection, possibility and much more. All these activities
whether with slime making or any other, when done along with parents or siblings also instil
team spirit and navigation skills in your kid. This book presents 25 Do It Yourself (DIY) slime
making recipes are drawn by me which will make the process enjoyable and relatable for you.
All the slimes are represented as colourful characters which will make an impression on the
kids' mind and he/she could relate it with things of similar shapes and colours. Inside you
would find: Basic Slime Level 1 Slime - (a) Glass Slime (b) Fluffy Slime (c) Flubber (d) Monster
Slime(e) Blood Slime (f) Fart Slime (g) Galaxy Slime (h) Glow in the dark Slime (i) Liquid Gold
Slime(j) Bag of Fish Slime Level 2 Slime - (a) Avalanche Slime (b) Bubble Gum Slime (c)
Butter Slime (d) Cloud Slime (e) Color Changing Slime (f) Floam Slime (g) Iceberg Slime (h)
Magnet Slime (i) Sand Slime (j) Slime Bouncy Ball (h) Slushee Slime Edible Slime - (a) Jello
Slime (b) Nutella Slime (c) Laffy Taffy Slime In addition to this, I would be also sharing
additional recipes and updates with you. So, come and enjoy fun-filled and colourful times with
your kid! Cheers!
Want to improve your DIY slime making? Take notes and keep a record of what you did! The
Slime Recipe Notebook, Fun Recipe Journal For Boys & Girls. is a quality ruled 110 page
notebook for kids to record and rate their favorite slime recipes. Track ingredients, materials
and rate your results all in a handy noteook. Perfect for kids with imagination who love creating
and experimenting with all kinds of slime, mess and goo. Glitter slime, fluffy slime, unicorn,
whatever it is use this book to keep track of all your creations.. A great gift to encourage
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children's play and creative DIY. Present them with their very own unique themed notebook
and slime recipe journal. A fun gift for slime birthdays Christmas and all occasions! Encourage
your kids to write! Journals and notebooks are a great way to encourage young children to
develop the habit of writing and explore their creative side with good old pen, pencil and paper.
Many young children are failing to develop the required muscular dexterity and control for
effective writing due to too much screen-time on responsive devices and tablets. Themed
notebooks that inspire their passions and interests are a wonderful way to encourage them to
start writing, journalling, doodling, drawing. Help them have some quiet creative time, be more
focused, less distracted and take a break from apps, games and tech devices fighting for their
attention. Use this notebook for fun games, at birthday parties, halloween, school dress-up
events and throughout the year. Adults can of course buy these too as an accessory for any
slime-making occasion, as a fun gag at the office, for work or play. The perfect little gift or
stocking-filler idea for Christmas! Features: Themed title page with space for the owner to write
their name 110 page lined Notebook Title section for your creations Ingredients section Method
and process Rating Section Results Additional notes Beautifully Printed Gloss Cover Please
see our other Journals and Notebooks for more fun themes and variations, for kids and adults
too!
Connecticut Off the Beaten Path features the things travelers and locals want to see and
experience––if only they knew about them. From the best in local dining to quirky cultural
tidbits to hidden attractions, unique finds, and unusual locales, Connecticut Off the Beaten
Path takes the reader down the road less traveled and reveals a side of Connecticut that other
guidebooks just don't offer.
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An epic battle between Light and Darkness is about to begin as the Luminary awakens on his
16th birthday. Join a diverse cast of characters as you traverse the world of Erdrea on a quest
to discover why you've been branded the Darkspawn and the many mysteries of the Luminary.
The most complete guide for Dragon Quest XI: Echoes of an Elusive Age features all there is
to do and see in the world of Erdrea. A step-by-step walkthrough featuring every item, quest
and side activity illustrated with gorgeous screenshots. Version 1.2 - Differences between the
original game and the Definitive Edition - Walkthrough for all Tickington Locations - Deep dive
for all characters, including a suggested build for each one - Locations of every in-game recipe
- Full Walkthrough of the main storyline - Coverage of every quest - All mini-games blown open

By popular demand, we've combined a multitude of our DIY Slime Recipes and Slime
Coloring Book images, to create an ultimate slime book that is one of the most unique
slime books on the market today. A DIY SLIME RECIPE and COLORING BOOK with
OVER 25 creative pages to create your own DIY slime projects and colorful slime art.
Ooey gooey slime images are fun to color and are a great way to imagine the
possibilities you have when you make your own slime or just want to doodle some slime
coloring images. After experimenting with our slime coloring set of images, use our
slime recipes along with your color changing slime kit to make your latest art come to
life. FUN RECIPES FOR EVERYONE: Our Classic, Fluffy, Magnetic, Glitter, Floam,
Flubber, Unicorn, Shampoo, Sand, Hazelnut and Clear Slime Recipes are sure to
please. CATERED TO DIY SLIME KIT PROJECTS: Each recipe and coloring page is
designed to help you relax, stay inspired, stay focused and open up your imagination to
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perform your next DIY slime kit project. ANY AGE OR SKILL LEVEL: Perfect gift for a
toddler or an adult and for any slime making skill level. Get your slime containers ready
for some pretty awesome slime from any family member. VERSATILE RECIPES: Use
your choice of coloring, craft tools and slime supplies (slime beads, borax, non-borax,
baking soda, white school glue, saline, contact solution, boric acid, styrofoam,
polystyrene beads, corn starch, corn flour, shampoo, sand, glitter glue, crayons, gel
pens, markers, colored pencils, glitter). DISTINCTIVE: A large collection of recipes and
artwork in one book that you won't find in any normal slime book! Great birthday gift,
Christmas gift, or gift for any occasion. 8.5 x 11, Slime Green Book Cover
This eBook edition has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for
readability on all devices. Excerpt: "Of all the peoples known in history, the American
people most readily forget yesterday; I publish this Diary in order to recall yesterday to
the memory of my countrymen. In this Diary I recorded what I heard and saw myself,
and what I heard from others, on whose veracity I can implicitly rely. I recorded
impressions as immediately as I felt them. A life almost wholly spent in the tempests
and among the breakers of our times has taught me that the first impressions are the
purest and the best."
The Way Lined Notebook is a fun notebook for Travelers, Nature Lovers of all ages
!The journal measures 5.06x7.81 inches in size with 100 pages for taking notes in
class, working out homework problems, journaling, keeping a diary, writing down
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dreams and ideas, doodling, writing down slime recipes, and so much more!This book
makes an affordable birthday gift, Christmas present, stocking stuffer, Valentine's Day
gift...t's a great size for carrying in bags and backpacks
I am sure that you have all the information that you need to make slime at home! The
different recipes for making slime that are given in this book are quite easy to not just
understand but follow as well. Making slime is a fun process and it is a cool sensory
activity. Ensure that while using borax, you are careful with it, and if kids are following
the recipe, keep a close eye on them. When you are making slime, you will notice the
changes that the simple ingredients undergo and end up creating a different product
altogether. The different chemical properties of the ingredients used react with each
other and end up creating a fun substance. Slime! Making slime is a great way to teach
children about the viscosity of different ingredients. For instance, by adding more borax,
saline, or any other activator, the slime becomes stretchier, and assumes a rubber-like
texture. Now, all that you need to do is start following the simple recipes given in this
book to make slime at home! Well, once you get the hang of how slimes are made, you
can start experimenting with different ingredients and come up with new slimes! So, let
your imagination run wild! So, What are you waiting for? Go ahead and Grab this Book
Now and start making some great Slime using the recipes from this Book!
From realizing I wouldn't have survived the heat in the kitchen without music to
determining that Coverdale era Deep Purple is pretty damn good, this is a collection of
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essays tying together my 35 year existence. These are the stories of my brightest
moments and darkest times, the friends and family along the way and everything in
between. Full of humor, banality, drinking, death, depression and lots of metal and rock
music, these musings are meant to heighten senses when it comes to good food, good
music, live loud shows, friendships and the ins and outs of being in bands while working
in kitchens. This book covers the similarities of being a musician and a chef while
unabashedly diving into the effects that both had on my life. This is the sonic recipe of
my life. How food and music shaped me from the time I was a child until now.
Sometimes you're bored in your house on a rainy day not too sure what you could do.
You want something fun that's easy to do while being able to have fun and spend time
with your family and friends. Well here we have an fun book on how to make slime in
only ten steps! And it has a story too! This book is about a girl, Christine, who has her
cousin come over for a sleepover on a rainy day, and then they realize they have
nothing to do. Then her and her cousin discover a secret lab where they learn and
teach her brother an easy way to make fluffy slime! All while having fun and getting
quality fun time together. Christine Burgado is Virginia's youngest author. She wrote her
first book when she was only 6 years old. She is currently a multiple-time author. She
thought it was important that kids know the importance of helping the less
fortunate.This book gives us an example of a girl and how she uses her mind to help
others around her, spreading kindness and taking action in making the world a better
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place."Slime time is about family spending time together while making something fun to
play with, as well as easy simple steps to learn how to make slime!" If that's what you're
looking for then this book is for you!
When ancient alien technology is found on a colony world, when robot soldiers from an
eons-old interstellar battle restart their war in a highly populated sector, when a global
computer system starts to break down or take over, in goes the Starfleet Corps of
Engineers. Overseen by Captain Montgomery Scott from his office at Starfleet
Headquarters, the S.C.E. can build, rebuild, program, reprogram, assemble,
reassemble, or just figure out everything from alien replicators to to doomsday
machines. Just don't expect them to perform miracles -- unless they have to. The
U.S.S. Enterpriseè has defeated a gigantic marauding starship from parts unknown.
Now that the immediate threat has been neutralized, the S.C.E. has been called in to
probe the vanquished hulk in search of both new technology and the secret of its origin.
Lieutenant Commander Geordi La Forge has temporarily transferred from the
Enterprise to assist Captain David Gold and the crew of the S.C.E. ship, the U.S.S. da
Vinci, on this fascinating mission. La Forge works with Gold and his top-of-the-line
group of technical specialists to unravel the high-tech mysteries of the supposedly dead
alien vessel, only to discover that the real danger has just begun!

Provides a guide to using the powerful and mysterious red ore in Minecraft,
including how to mine it, breakdowns of redstone items, and tips for wiring and
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engineering.
Just A Girl Who Loves Slime (Pink Cover): A quality ruled 110 page notebook for
kids who love playing with slime. Use it to record favorite slime recipes, track
ingredients, materials and note down ideas. Perfect for kids with imagination who
love creating and experimenting with all kinds of slime, mess and goo. Glitter
slime, fluffy slime, unicorn, whatever it is use this book to keep track of all your
creations.. A great gift to encourage children's play and creative DIY. Present
them with their very own unique themed notebook. A fun gift for slime birthdays
Christmas and all occasions! Encourage your kids to write! Journals and
notebooks are a great way to encourage young children to develop the habit of
writing and explore their creative side with good old pen, pencil and paper. Many
young children are failing to develop the required muscular dexterity and control
for effective writing due to too much screen-time on responsive devices and
tablets. Themed notebooks that inspire their passions and interests are a
wonderful way to encourage them to start writing, journalling, doodling, drawing.
Help them have some quiet creative time, be more focused, less distracted and
take a break from apps, games and tech devices fighting for their attention. Use
this notebook for fun games, at birthday parties, halloween, school dress-up
events and throughout the year. Adults can of course buy these too as an
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accessory for any slime-making occasion, as a fun gag at the office, for work or
play. The perfect little gift or stocking-filler idea for Christmas! Features: Themed
title page with space for the owner to write their name 110 page lined Notebook
Beautifully Printed Gloss Cover Please see our other Journals and Notebooks for
more fun themes and color variations for kids and adults too!
This book contains the joint proceedings of the Winter School of Hakodate
(WSH) 2011 held in Hakodate, Japan, March 15–16, 2011, and the 6th
International Workshop on Natural Computing (6th IWNC) held in Tokyo, Japan,
March 28–30, 2012, organized by the Special Interest Group of Natural
Computing (SIG-NAC), the Japanese Society for Artificial Intelligence (JSAI).
This volume compiles refereed contributions to various aspects of natural
computing, ranging from computing with slime mold, artificial chemistry, ecophysics, and synthetic biology, to computational aesthetics.
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